WHO IS JOHN DOERR?

John Doerr is a campaign financier and head of a company called Kleiner Perkins.
Most people only just heard of John Doerr from the Ellen Pao sex abuse lawsuit
but there is much more to the story.
John Doerr and his partners nominated, and placed in power: Steven Chu, Steven
Chu’s staff, Eric Holder’s staff and multiple White House staff.
John Doerr is credited with coming up with the idea for “CleanTech” and the
Obama Administration “CleanTech - Steven Chu- Department of Energy Funding
Scandal”
As far back as the Afghanistan War, John Doerr and his U.S., and Russian,
partners had been acquiring the control of the U.S. market for lithium ion mining
exploitation options to be used in Elon Musk projects and other lithium
exploitation efforts. Another mineral that was to be mined in the same scheme
was called “indium”. A company called: Solyndra, that was raided by the FBI,
needed the indium. John Doerr’s connections to Solyndra and Senator Dianne
Feinstein are under deep scrutiny.
Doerr-promoted appointee Steven Chu, the head of the U.S. Department of
Energy who was forced to quit in shame, now works for lithium ion business
interests.
It has been charged that Kleiner Perkins, and a group of Silicon Valley Venture
Capitalists, created a “cartel” designed to control public policy and steer
taxpayer funds, exclusively, to their group in exchange for campaign support.
John Doerr has been financially, and operationally connected, to all of the other
players in the scandal via surveillance, acquired evidence and employee
testimony. At least one law enforcement group is suspected of breaking into
Kleiner Perkin’s offices to acquire evidence. Palo Alto Police have confirmed at
least one break-in to Kleiner Perkin’s offices.
John Doerr’s business partners produce quite a bit of news:
Ray Lane - VC: Indicted for massive tax evasion
Forrest Hayes - Software Executive: Married, yet murdered by Hooker on ‘Sex
Yacht”
Steven Rattner - Business consultant. Former White House car funding head.
Indicted for stock fraud
Vinohd Khosla - Former Partner. Reviled by Californian’s for locking off their
favorite public beach. Outed by 60 Minutes in expose
Ravi Kumra – Trading associate. Tesla Investments. Also killed by Hookers
Tom Perkins – Co-founder. Reviled globally for publicly stating that people who
don’t have money are “Nazi’s” because they don’t appreciate that billionaires
are “better than them”
Elon Musk – Uncovered as pass-through for tens of billions of dollars of federal
taxpayer cash
Ellen Pao – Former partner. Sued his company for sex abuse and misogyny

Joe Lonsdale – Trading associate. Built CIA domestic spying company: Palantir.
Now caught up in bizarre rape case.
And the list of strange associations goes on…

For one of the bigger corruption archives on John Doerr, see this link:
http://greencorruption.blogspot.com

